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At the dawn of the 21st century 
many of the continent’s leaders 

seek a new kind of capitalism,  
one focused on a sustainable 

way of doing business that  
uses natural resources wisely.

AN AERIAL VIEW OF THE 
“LAND OF A THOUSAND 
HILLS” IN RWANDA.
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Q
uietly and without much fanfare there is a 

paradigm shift taking place in the global econ-

omy. Africa, a continent that until now has only 

been associated with poverty and political un-

rest, is emerging as a land rich in opportunity. 

For those visionaries who see its vast potential 

this long-awaited trend is exciting. It means 

this huge emerging market will follow in the 

footsteps of other powers to gain its rightful place of influ-

ence in the world. Over the past decade, China has been the 

big economic story. That, however, may soon change. Says 

Bruce Wrobel, the CEO of Sithe Global, a project development 

firm that builds power plants, dams, refineries and other in-

frastructure internationally: “Within 10 years people will be 

talking about Africa the way they talk about China today.” 

What’s he getting at? Africa’s population, at one billion, 

is currently smaller than China’s, but over the next decade 

experts expect it to explode. For one thing, malaria will likely 

be eradicated within the next five years. The continent is also 

making progress on the AIDS front. Once the impact of these 

diseases is mitigated, Africa has the potential, given its natu-

ral resources and huge landmass, to support many times its 

current population.

The global business community, however, is not waiting that 

long. Many forward-looking multinational corporations already 

know that the economies of many African countries are on the 

verge of taking off. According to the African Development Bank, 

the GDP of the continent, which has been growing 5% to 6% 

annually, hit $1.3 trillion last year. Much of that growth has come 

from burgeoning telecommunications and banking systems, plus 

increased trade with China for both natural resources and manu-

factured goods. Today Africa’s economy is larger than India’s, 

and not far behind those of Brazil and Russia. 

Africa has barely tapped into its potential as a major 

source of oil, timber, and ores. Consider that this enormous 

continent—into which could fit the U.S., Europe, and China—

contains roughly 75% of all the Earth’s strategic minerals.  

The Republic of Guinea, one of the poorest countries in the 

world, has, according to U.S.G.S. data, 30% of the world’s 

bauxite, the raw material from which aluminum is extracted. 

Recent tests suggest the nation may actually have closer 

to 60% of global reserves, much of it easy—and relatively 

cheap—to recover. 

Today, however, Guinea accounts for only 1% of the 

world’s alumina production. (Australia is the world’s biggest 
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tarbucks is committed to a more 

sustainable Africa. As the birthplace 

of coffee, some of the most amazing 

and unusual coffees in the world come 

from Africa.  Ethiopia, 

Tanzania, Kenya, 

Rwanda and Uganda 

offer exquisite coffees 

that our customers love 

to drink. Coffees that 

we are proud to sell.   

That’s why, as part of Starbucks™ Shared 

Planet,™ we work with farmers in Africa 

to help them sustain their businesses 

and their diverse coffee-growing environments. In 

partnership with the African Wildlife Foundation, 

we opened a coffee-quality laboratory that will 

offer local farmers the opportunity to taste the 

coffee they have grown and to learn more about 

growing coffee for a global palate. And, through its 

Kenya Heartlands Coffee Project, 

we are promoting environmental 

sustainability and 

resource conservation 

in that nation. We’re 

working hard with 

the people of Africa to 

create thriving coffee-

based communities.

We can’t imagine a world without 

African coffee, and we’re sure our 

customers can’t either. We’re grateful 

for the legacy of 

African coffee that is 

being protected and nurtured. 

And, we are grateful to take 

part in bringing this rare and 

wonderful coffee to an eager 

world. There is truly nothing 

on earth to replace it.

Africa is considered 
the birthplace of 
coffee.

Starbucks works 
with farmers to 
develop sustainable 
growing practices.

A world without 
African coffee? 
Unimaginable.

©2010 Starbucks Coffee Company. All rights reserved.
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provider.) Over the next 20 years, major aluminum makers 

including Alcoa, Global Alumina, Mitsubishi, Russian Alumi-

num, CHALCO (from China), and Australia’s BHP Billiton will 

together invest an estimated $20 billion for bauxite refiner-

ies in Guinea. BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto are also developing 

iron ore mines there—each costing billions. In the aggregate, 

this is by far the biggest capital project currently underway in 

Africa, an endeavor that has the potential to transform this 

struggling country of 10 million people. 

A NASCENT MARKET

Natural resources are not all Africa has going for it. Many of 

its countries have now turned to higher-value industries such 

as mobile telecommunications, finance, high-end agriculture 

(think Starbucks coffee), and manufacturing. Parts of Africa 

still suffer from civil war, corruption, and drought, but the 

majority of nations in this vast land are open for business in a 

way they never have been before. 

In his book Africa Rising, Vijay Mahajan, a professor at the 

University of Texas, states: “Africa’s challenges, like any con-

sumer needs, can also create business opportunities. The lack 

of reliable electricity in many parts of Africa has created a mar-

ket for generators and solar cells. Unstable financial systems 

have led to systems for bartering cellphone minutes, micro-

financing, and cellphone-based banking. Health problems—

from AIDS to malaria—have created demand for new treat-

ments, generic drugs, testing equipment, and insurance.”  

All that is good news for investors. Ashley Bendell, associate 

director of Equities at Exotix, an investment boutique that 

focuses on emerging markets, says that “conditions have im-

proved on the whole. Over the last 10 or 15 years more de-

mocracies have sprung up in Africa and most economies have 

remained very resilient.”

Africa’s potential is clear. The question is: How can it grow 

sustainably? How can it create jobs that are long-lasting and 

well-paying, while at the same time educating the workforce 

and respecting the environment? One encouraging trend: 

More and more corporations from the developed world have 

begun to see the value in investing not only in African busi-

ness but also in communities and in social infrastructure. U.S. 

companies, for instance, are giving seed capital to not-for-

profits like All for Africa to form sustainable enterprises. All 

for Africa is funding one million oil palm trees on approxi-

mately 17,000 acres of land in Ghana and Cameroon. The proj-

ect will create hundreds of long-term jobs, and the revenues 

generated from the production and sale of palm oil will be 

distributed to NGOs working on the continent in the fields of 

health, education, skills training, water purification and mi-

crofinance. (See “Palm Out Poverty,” page S17.)

A NEW PROFITABILITY MODEL

Practicing sustainable capitalism isn’t easy. It requires new 

ways of running organizations, as well as the adoption of 

new business and social values. William McDonough, one 

FIELD OF DREAmS: OIL PALm 
TREES PLANTED IN gHANA by ALL 
FOR AFRIcA TO cREATE JObS AND 
SPUR EcONOmIc DEVELOPmENT.
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F
rom her base in 

the village of  

Mahalapye in  

Botswana, Regina 

Lesole works as a 

project coordina-

tor at a national 

network of AIDS 

counseling and treatment 

centers. She considers her-

self lucky because although 

she is HIV-positive, she takes 

anti-retroviral treatment that 

keeps her healthy, enabling 

her to provide for her three 

children and elderly mother.  

She has access to these 

drugs thanks in part to an 

innovative public/private 

partnership, ACHAP (African 

Comprehensive HIV/AIDS 

Partnerships). A few years 

ago doctors diagnosed her 

illness, and she is one of over 

120,000 patients receiving 

these life-saving drugs for 

free. ACHAP supports the 

program. Says Dr. Themba 

Moeti, ACHAP’S managing 

director: “Our public/private 

partnership has helped the 

Botswana government move 

faster, which is why we’ve 

made such a big impact on 

HIV. It has lifted the morale 

of the whole country.” 

ACHAP was formed in 

2000 when the Botswana 

government teamed with 

pharmaceutical firm Merck  

& Co., Inc. and the Bill and 

Melinda Gates Foundation. 

It’s not hard to see why the 

partnership developed in  

Botswana: an estimated 27% 

of the adult population was 

infected with HIV, one of the 

highest rates in Africa.

 “We engaged in this 

partnership because to 

tackle a complex problem 

like HIV, neither a company, 

nor a government, nor an 

NGO can go it alone,” says 

Brenda Colatrella, who 

heads Merck’s Office of Cor-

porate Responsibility. Merck 

and its partners pooled their 

resources, enabling them to 

take a comprehensive ap-

proach to HIV/AIDS including 

prevention, treatment, care, 

and support. To date, the 

Merck Company Foundation 

and the Gates Foundation 

have committed $106.5 mil-

lion to the partnership, and 

Merck donates its anti-retro-

viral medicines to Botswana’s 

national treatment program. 

One of the most impor-

tant lessons the partners 

learned was that training lo-

cal health-care workers was 

essential to the program’s 

success. Early on, they real-

ized Botswana did not have 

the necessary medical profes-

sionals to tackle the issue, so 

ACHAP spent two years train-

ing doctors and nurses to di-

agnose and treat the disease. 

It also offered leadership and 

IT training to help manage 

their clinics. 

When the program started 

a decade ago, fewer than 5% 

of those in need of anti-ret-

roviral therapy were receiving 

it. Health facilities were over-

burdened and morbidity rates 

were rising. The Botswana 

government estimated that if 

nothing were done, the epi-

demic would reduce the total 

population of the country 

by 18%, while cutting GDP 

growth some 4.5% annually. 

Today, the picture looks 

dramatically different. While 

AIDS remains a challenging 

problem in Botswana, much 

progress has been made. Now, 

87% of AIDS sufferers receive 

treatment, up from 5% when 

the program started—and 

the highest percentage in all 

of Africa. The adult mortality 

rate has been cut in half— 

so far saving more than 

50,000 lives. At the same 

time, the infection rate 

among young adults 20 to 

24 is down from 19% in 2004 

to 12% today. Mother-to-

child transmission rates have 

also dropped dramatically, 

and new infections among 

children are down by 80%. 

ACHAP has constructed 35 

infectious-disease clinics 

and trained more than 7,000 

health workers. 

Why does Merck spend 

time and money to help Af-

rica? It turns out that sustain-

able development is good 

business. Says Merck’s Co-

latrella: “A project like this 

improves relations with our 

stakeholders.” But there’s an-

other factor at work, as well. 

“What we’re doing is almost 

demanded by employees. 

Most people want to work 

for a socially responsible com-

pany.” And why not, with re-

sults like those in Botswana?  

www.achap.org

BOTSWANA’S  
VALIANT FIGHT  
AGAINST AIDS

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

A PREScRIPTION FOR 
SUccESS: EDUcATINg 
yOUTH AbOUT AIDS 
TO REDUcE INFEcTION 
RATES. 
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of the world’s foremost thinkers on sustainability, speaks 

of the need to balance economic, social, and environmen-

tal interests. Yes, companies must and should make a profit 

on their products and services, but in the process, business 

leaders should attempt to pay people fairly for the work 

they do while at the same time respecting the ecosystem. As 

McDonough puts it: “If commerce shuns the environmental, 

social, and cultural concerns, it will produce a large-scale trag-

edy of the commons for generations to come.”

An examination of some corporations doing business in 

Africa offers hope that such a tragedy of the commons can 

be avoided. Merck & Co., Inc., the Bill and Melinda Gates 

Foundation, and the government of Botswana have formed 

ACHAP, an innovative and successful private/public partner-

ship launched a decade ago to address HIV/AIDS in Botswana 

through a comprehensive approach. Sony is tapping the 

power of soccer’s World Cup to educate at-risk Africans about 

AIDS prevention. Starbucks is buying increasing amounts of 

responsibly grown and ethically traded African coffees—

including fair trade certified. Sithe Global—along with its co-

sponsor on the project, Industrial Promotion Services (IPS), an 

affiliate of the Aga Khan Fund for Economic Development—is 

building the Bujagali Dam in Uganda. The construction proj-

ect will provide thousands of local jobs, and when completed 

will generate clean energy for millions of Africans. SEACOM, a 

U.S. telecommunications firm, has just finished a $600 million 

high-capacity fiber optic cable line that connects South  

and East Africa to Europe and India, thereby opening up a 

flood of valuable information that will help local universities, 

governments, hospitals, and businesses grow.  

Any U.S. business looking to expand in Africa might ben-

efit from the Corporate Council on Africa (CCA). This Wash-

ington, D.C. nonprofit, membership organization is dedicated 

to strengthening and facilitating the commercial relationship 

between the United States and the countries of Africa. This 

year, CCA is holding three conferences in Washington on top-

ics ranging from agribusiness to infrastructure to health care. 

At these gatherings, executives can gain insights into the on-

the-ground reality of doing business in Africa, including how to 

cope with taxes, customs laws, and direct investments, as well 

as the ins and outs of sustainable development. Stephen Hayes, 

CCA’s president and CEO, is excited about Africa’s potential but 

worries that American companies wanting to invest there need 

more help. “China’s Eximbank guarantees about $13 billion in 

loans a year for Chinese companies doing business in Africa,” he 

says. “By contrast, the International Monetary Fund, Eximbank, 

and other sources provide only $437 million in loan guarantees 

for American corporations. We’ve got to increase that amount 

if we’re going to remain competitive.”

The challenges can be ominous, but as the following stories 

suggest, many multinationals, including some headquartered in 

the U.S., have already discovered an African formula for success. 

BUILD LOCAL ECONOMIES

In a continent this poor—per-capita income in sub-Saharan 

Africa is only $1,770 a year—any prospect to improve one’s 

life—a new job, clean water, or health care—attracts atten-

tion. Sometimes too much attention. When a corporation 

Practicing  
sustainable  
capitalism isn’t 
easy. It requires 
new ways of  
running organiza-
tions, as well as 
the adoption of 
new business  
and social values.

FOcUSED ON THE FUTURE: 
IN SUPPORT OF UNIcEF’S 
EyE SEE PROJEcT, SONy  
DONATES cAmERAS SO 
AFRIcAN cHILDREN cAN 
LEARN PHOTOgRAPHy.
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O
ne day last 

summer in 

Ghana, 7,500 

villagers gath-

ered for a very 

special event. 

In the town 

square, a giant 

200-inch screen was broad-

casting the national soccer 

team in a heated match. The 

event, however, was about 

a lot more than entertain-

ment. During the game, the 

Japan International Coop-

eration Agency (JICA) and 

its local NGO partner were 

able to persuade some 1,100 

Ghanaians to get tested for 

HIV or partake in educational 

programs on AIDS preven-

tion. That number was three 

times greater than the NGO 

had ever achieved with other 

HIV awareness campaigns. 

Says Hidemi Tomita, General 

Manager of Sony’s Corpo-

rate Social Responsibility 

Department, who initiated 

the program: “The power of 

football to attract people is 

enormous. We felt we could 

tap it to help improve health 

care and education in Africa 

as part of our contribution to-

wards the United Nation’s Mil-

lennium Development Goals.”

Excited by the success of 

the Ghana project, Sony—

which has a history of corpo-

rate citizenship work dating 

back some 50 years and is 

currently engaged in CSR 

activities worldwide—has 

plans to expand the program 

around the 2010 FIFA World 

Cup™ soccer tournament 

that will be held in South 

Africa this June and July. The 

entertainment and consumer 

electronics giant calls its new 

initiative the Dream Goal 

2010 project, and it sprang 

from Sony’s CSR policy, which 

centers on the themes of 

“Technology,” “Participation 

of [Sony’s] employees,” and 

“Partnership.”

One element of Dream 

Goal 2010, called “For  

Local Communities,” builds 

on the success of the Ghana 

program. This summer in Af-

rica, Sony will donate large-

screen, live public viewing 

systems, which incorporate a 

Sony video projector, Blu-ray 

Disc player, and audio mixer. 

The company will televise 

FIFA World Cup™ games 

in HD for free in selected 

African countries that are 

sending teams to the World 

Cup (tentatively, Ghana and 

Cameroon) with JICA and 

UNDP. The games should at-

tract large audiences that 

will be exposed to the same 

AIDS awareness and pre-

vention approach that has 

worked so well in Ghana. 

After the games, Sony will 

give media equipment to 

its partners that will use it 

to attract even more rural 

Africans to their health and 

education programs.

 Dream Goal 2010 does not 

stop there. Another aspect of 

the program, “For the Chil-

dren,” will send 15,000 under-

privileged South African chil-

dren to World Cup matches. 

Here too, local NGOs will take 

this opportunity to promote 

education about and preven-

tion of HIV/AIDS. In addition, 

Sony has created the “For  

Local NGOs” project to sup-

port NGOs around the world.

Africa, of course, needs 

help beyond programs to 

combat HIV. “Education is very 

important,” explains Tomita, 

“so we asked ourselves what 

can we do for children?” The 

answer came from Sony’s core 

competency: media and the 

creative arts. In partnership 

with FIFA, Sony will support 

Football for Hope’s “Siyak-

hona (We Can)” project. The 

company will provide young 

leaders and talents in disad-

vantaged African communities 

with equipment and training 

to enhance their media and 

communication skills. The 

project will provide Sony prod-

ucts, such as Cyber-shot digital 

still cameras and VAIO com-

puters, as well as training to 

enhance media and communi-

cation skills to young leaders 

chosen from around 40 com-

munity-based organizations. 

Let the games begin.  

For more information, please go 

to: www.sony.net/dreamgoal

ScOrING A 
DreAm GOAL

Sony’s donated 
media equipment 
will help NGOs 
educate locals 
about health 
issues.

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

A SOcIAL DEVELOP-
mENT TOOL: SONy 
WILL TELEVISE THE 
WORLD cUP IN  
AFRIcAN cOUNTRIES.
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builds a factory, a dam, or a refinery, residents from all over 

the region typically swarm the site in hope of employment. 

Shantytowns arise, bringing with them poverty, crime, the sex 

trade, and a high probability of spreading AIDS. Sithe Global, 

the project development firm that is 80% owned by the pri-

vate equity firm the Blackstone Group, has a better idea: It 

builds sustainable economies throughout the region where it 

is doing construction. How does it work?

In 2007, Sithe Global, (through Bujagali Energy Ltd. (BEL) 

a joint venture with IPS,) with funding from the World Bank 

and the African Development Bank, began construction on 

the $860 million Bujagali Hydropower Project on the upper 

Nile River in eastern Uganda. The country has a strong middle 

class and good economic growth, yet is still poor. The major-

ity of its inhabitants don’t have access to electricity. Also, 

because Uganda must import oil to generate electricity, the 

power it does have is very expensive. Electricity from a hydro 

plant would not only be clean but would eventually cost per-

haps half as much as that from an oil-fired plant. 

Dams, however, create environmental challenges. Sithe 

Global figured that nine villages along the Nile River would 

be affected by the project. One would require the relocation 

of residents, and people in the other eight would have their 

livelihoods affected because the construction would disrupt 

their farms and fisheries. For the Bujagali project, Sithe decided 

to take responsibility for the nine affected communities. Says 

Bruce Wrobel, Sithe Global’s CEO: “One thing we’ve realized is 

that you need to make investments in local communities. It’s 

good business, and it’s the right thing to do.”

BEL relocated the directly impacted village, building the 

residents new housing along with a health center and schools. 

For all of the nine villages, the company developed fisheries 

and agricultural capabilities. It provided training, livestock 

and supplies so villagers could maintain their livelihood, and 

planted some 500,000 trees, including some cash crops like av-

ocados and cashews, along the deforested banks of the Nile. 

It is also working with local rafting companies to build up 

tourism. BEL employees now hold weekly meetings with local 

villagers to see how the programs are taking hold. “We hope 

that in two years these local businesses will be self-sustaining 

and pay for health and education programs,” says Wrobel.

BEL also took actions to help villagers maintain their lives 

on a sustainable basis. This meant training villagers to be-

come suppliers to the project. The mechanics were simple: BEL 

employees would go to one village and say, “You will be the 

chicken and egg village, supplying food to our workers.” An-

other would be the sewing village, repairing worker uniforms. 

And yet another would be the bakery village. BEL gave each 

village $250,000 in seed money and the training to do the job. 

“The idea,” says Wrobel, “is to stabilize and uplift the region 

rather than concentrate the wealth in one spot. Even after 

the construction is over, the dam should still employ many 

Africa is the new frontier for 
growth. more companies are 
cultivating change by making 
sure their investments are  
inclusive and sustainable. That 
model appears to be working.

Bankers remain 
upbeat about the 
economic out-
look for Africa 
a year after it 
was hit by a drop 
in demand for 
commodities.
SOURcE: AFRIcAN DEVELOPmENT bANk

Africa  
comprises 
20.4% of 
earth’s  
landmass

comparative 2008 
GDP numbers show 
Africa’s strategic 
position relative to 
BrIc nations. 
SOURcE: WORLD bANk AND gLObAL TImES
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who will support the local businesses.” 

Is Sithe just doing good for its own sake? No—it believes 

sustainable development is good business. Wrobel figures so-

cial development costs to be 2% to 3% of the total for a big 

project like Bujagali, but the dividends are much greater. “To 

the extent that the community gets behind the project,” he 

says, “it has a measurable impact on the productivity of the 

workforce.” Wrobel has found that if a worker goes home 

and his family is proud that he’s working with a particular or-

ganization, that’s going to be reflected in the quality of his or 

her work. Bujagali has 2,500 workers and even a 10% increase 

in productivity has a big impact on schedules and cost. Not to 

mention a big impact on the fortunes of the community. 

INFORMATION EMPOWERS 

Ask any expert on economic development and they’ll tell 

you that one of the most effective ways to spur indigenous 

growth is to give people access to information—lots of it. 

A recent World Bank study concluded that for every 10% of 

additional broadband penetration, a nation’s annual GDP in-

creases by 1.3%. That’s a fact that Brian Herlihy, the 35-year-

old CEO of SEACOM, was well aware of when the company 

launched in 2007. Herlihy has just finished installing a $600 

million broadband line stretching the entire length of East 

Africa, connecting that part of the continent to Europe for 

the first time. “Information is paramount to any market 

economy,” says Herlihy. “So to us, sustainable business means 

keeping those local GDP growth rates as high as possible.”

Until SEACOM came along, East Africa depended on satellite 

for its Internet access. Service was poor and spotty. Even sending 

or receiving an e-mail could take a week in some places. “It was 

so frustrating,” says Herlihy, “that many would just give up.”

Now, thanks to SEACOM’s broadband line, the price of us-

ing the Internet is coming down, the speed is going up, and 

usage is exploding. Example: Tanzania’s international Internet 

capacity grew 1,200% in the first two months after connect-

ing to SEACOM’s cable. Easy access spurs economic opportu-

nity. One Indian company is moving its call center to Africa.

SEACOM’s broadband service has become a catalyst for 

more investment in telecom capacity. Today 20 East African 

countries including South Africa, Kenya, and Mozambique 

are investing billions to build out local fiber optic and mobile 

networks, which would not be happening if SEACOM’s cable 

hadn’t come along. And that capacity is sorely needed: Al-

ready Africa has 350 million mobile phone subscribers, and that 

number is growing dramatically. The cell phone is becoming 

the main platform for banking, paying taxes online, and other 

transactions. Herlihy points out that Africans under 25 have an 

insatiable desire for more data, whether through browsing the 

Web or by using YouTube or Facebook. Those Africans over 25 

primarily need more broadband for business. One challenge 

going forward is that local content remains scarce. That, how-

STAyINg cONNEcTED: 
SEAcOm HAS JUST  
INSTALLED A bROADbAND 
LINE TO LINk EAST  
AFRIcA TO EUROPE.
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I
n today’s world forward-

thinking companies are 

looking for ways to de-

velop natural resources 

while maintaining sus-

tainability goals. Guinea 

Alumina Corp. (GAC) 

can attest to that. It is 

preparing for its new bauxite 

mining and alumina refinery 

in Guinea, West Africa. GAC 

is a joint venture company, 

with shareholders consist-

ing of Global Alumina, BHP 

Billiton, Dubai Aluminum, 

and Mubadala Development 

Company.  

“Key to laying the foun-

dations for a mega-project 

such as this is creating the 

environment for socially re-

sponsible and sustainable 

mining operations,” says  

GAC CEO Eddy Kenter.

“Despite the challenges 

of working in a develop-

ing country across various 

stakeholder groups, we are 

steadfastly committed to 

maintaining international 

standards and promoting 

good governance, respect for 

human rights, best-practice 

social and environmental per-

formance, and adherence to 

the equator principles. Funda-

mental to our success to date 

has been our commitment to 

working with the community, 

various levels of government, 

non-government organiza-

tions, and industry partners in 

accordance with our company 

and shareholder values.”  

In preparing the founda-

tions for future project ap-

proval and development, GAC 

has already invested several 

million dollars in malaria, 

HIV/AIDS, and community 

development programs that 

are already achieving posi-

tive results. “Our approach 

is underpinned by our desire 

to support a healthy commu-

nity, which for generations 

to come will be the source of 

healthy and valuable employ-

ees,” says Kenter.

Our community develop-

ment and capacity building 

programs are aligned with the 

UN Millennium Development 

Goals, and we acknowledge 

and embrace the lead role we 

can play in assisting Guinea to 

progress and overcome many 

of the challenges faced by 

developing countries, such as 

poor health, low literacy, and 

inequity in opportunity. 

“Our success will not only 

be measured by the value 

we deliver to our sharehold-

ers, but also in the way we 

can help facilitate social, eco-

nomic, and institutional devel-

opment, and enhance the ca-

pacity of the country through 

our investment,” says Kenter.

GAC will contribute to 

employment both directly 

and indirectly. Our programs 

are designed to build skills 

and capability to maximize 

local employment while, at 

the same time, contribute 

to the development of small 

and medium enterprises and 

institutions that will ulti-

mately deliver and support  

the economic growth of 

Guinea in the future.  

GAC is currently working 

in partnership with the Inter-

national Finance Corporation, 

the member of the World 

Bank Group focused on pri-

vate sector investments, to 

develop and mentor small and 

medium enterprises in Guinea 

so that they can deliver goods 

and services to our opera-

tions. “We hope that through 

this program, we can support 

the development of local 

businesses that will become 

independently successful and 

benefit from the significant 

pipeline of opportunities in 

mining and other industrial 

sectors in Guinea.”

Pivotal to our sustainabil-

ity philosophy is the creation 

of community and institu-

tional capacity to ensure that 

prosperity can be achieved 

independently of GAC. Says 

Kenter: “We are working to 

engender good governance, 

process improvements, and 

performance of agreed roles.” 

For further information, visit 

www.guineaalumina.com.

AN eTHIcAL
BuSINeSS 
cHArTer

“Key to laying the 
foundations for 
a mega-project 
such as this is  
creating the  
environment for 
socially respon-
sible and sus-
tainable mining 
operations.”
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ever, should provide ample opportunity for local entrepreneurs 

who want to create an African Google or Yahoo! 

To help Africans take better advantage of the Internet, 

SEACOM is working with local universities and NGOs to cre-

ate an outreach program to educate people about the Web. 

Students are taught how to search, write programs, and set 

up online businesses. The enthusiasm for the Internet shown 

so far by young Africans bodes well for the continent’s future. 

Ladies and gentlemen, boot up your engines. 

RESPECT THE LAND

Not all that’s going on in Africa these days has to do with 

technology, energy, and mining. In fact, many experts believe 

Africa has the potential to become the breadbasket of the 

world. Much of its fertile land, however, remains untended or 

ravaged by war and drought. The right kind of land manage-

ment could turn that around. One bright spot is African cof-

fee, which is among the best-tasting in the world. The ques-

tion is—how to grow more of it? 

Producing coffee can be a tricky job, especially if you are 

a farmer trying to meet the high standards of a company like 

Starbucks. Not only does the Seattle company demand the 

best-tasting beans, but it also strives to make sure that its cof-

fee is produced sustainably and sourced ethically. If a bag of 

coffee displays the “Starbucks Shared Planet” label, you can 

be sure that the farmers have been paid a premium or “fair” 

price for their coffee and that the crop has been grown in a 

socially and environmentally-friendly manner. Of the 367 mil-

lion total pounds of coffee Starbucks purchased in 2009, 81% 

of it earned this label. The company has set a goal that 100% 

of its coffee will be purchased through ethical sourcing prac-

tices by 2015. 

The eastern regions of Africa supply Starbucks with about 

10% of its coffee but only a small amount of it can claim the 

Shared Planet label. That’s about to change. CEO Howard 

Schultz recently opened an East African Farm Support Cen-

ter in Kigali, Rwanda. How does it work? The company sends 

agronomists and quality experts into the field to help farmers 

produce consistently better coffee, improve crop yield using 

environmentally responsible practices, and earn better prices. 

Of course, the higher the quality of the coffee, the more 

money African farmers make. 

The agronomists at the Farm Support Center work hard to 

make sure the ecosystem of Africa’s coffee-growing regions 

remain healthy. Some farmers who over-plant their fields in 

an attempt to raise yields have found that the quality of their 

crops—and thus their incomes—has suffered. Starbucks encour-

ages agricultural practices that minimize the impact on water 

PROTEcTINg THE EcOSySTEm: 
STARbUckS’ FARm SUPPORT 
cENTER IN RWANDA TEAcHES 
FARmERS HOW TO ImPROVE 
cROP yIELD RESPONSIbLy.
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and soil, as well as on local flora and fauna. Says Vivek Varma, 

Starbucks’ senior vice president of global public affairs: “We’ve 

seen that in the world of specialty coffee, there’s a clear con-

nection between top quality and healthy biodiversity.”

Starbucks’ focus on sustainability does not end with ag-

riculture. The company also supports local education and 

health programs. About a year ago, the company launched 

a multi-year partnership with RED, created by rock star Bono 

and Bobby Shriver in an effort to engage the private sector 

in the fight against AIDS in Africa. A portion of profits from 

products sold—including a Starbucks whole-bean coffee, a 

blend of East African coffees—goes directly to the Global 

Fund to invest in African AIDS programs. So far, Starbucks has 

generated enough money to buy more than 14 million days 

of medicine to help those living with HIV in Africa. A nice 

thought while you’re sipping your morning coffee.

YOU CAN BANK ON IT

Africa’s road to a sustainable economy will go nowhere if it’s 

not funded, and that’s where the banking system comes in. 

Large projects can raise capital from governments, multilat-

eral organizations such as the World Bank and the African 

Development Bank, or large multinational oil, mining, and 

resource corporations. But what about African entrepreneurs 

wanting to open a restaurant, a small factory, or a delivery 

service? Or what about the consumer who wants to buy a 

refrigerator or a car? Banks like Standard Bank, one of Af-

rica’s leading emerging markets financial services organiza-

tions, make it a point to serve these markets, ensuring that 

all strata of African society have access to credit. Says Richard 

Gush, CEO of Standard Bank’s corporate and investment-

banking operations in Africa: “When it comes to banking and 

sustainability, people usually roll their eyes, but you have to 

watch what Standard Bank does, not what it says.” What the 

bank does do is to take a principled approach to banking—

in Gush’s words, to make sure “we are doing the right deals, 

with the right people, in the right way.”

In practice, this means that the company has trained its 

employees to evaluate each deal it does to make sure it is 

not lending money to projects that have a negative impact 

on the environment. As a sign of its commitment to this ap-

proach, Standard Bank last year formally adopted the Equator 

Principles. As a signatory, the bank is bound to ensure that its 

customers actively avoid, manage, or mitigate the social and 

environmental impacts of the projects for which they require 

financing. Standard is also looking at the environmental im-

pact of its own operations. In 2008, it participated in the Car-

bon Disclosure Project, a global, independent initiative that 

requires its members to measure their carbon footprint and 

transparently disclose steps taken to reduce it—from building 

more efficient office buildings, to cutting back on travel, to 

buying carbon credits.

The bank also reaches outside its walls to provide funding 

for the education of disadvantaged learners. In South Africa, 

Standard Bank backs the National Department of Education’s 

Dinaledi Schools Programme, which forms part of the depart-

ment’s national mathematics, science, and technology strat-

egy. During 2008, the bank adopted 114 schools to help them 

become centers of excellence in mathematics and science. It’s 

not all philanthropy on Standard Bank’s part. One can assume 

that these schools will produce many future leaders in Africa’s 

banking industry.

A BRIGHT FUTURE

Africa spent the last century shedding the shackles of colonial-

ism and the exploitation of gold, oil, and other natural resources 

that came with it. At the dawn of the 21st century, many of the 

continent’s political and business leaders seek a new kind of 

capitalism, a sustainable way of doing business that uses natural 

resources wisely, taps into clean energy, creates millions of green 

jobs, and values an educated and skilled workforce.

Yes, the road ahead has major hurdles, but from the prog-

ress witnessed so far, it’s not at all unlikely that we will soon see 

Africa take its rightful place on the global economic stage.  

To advertise in our sections, contact Jordan Hyman at 212.522.8467. For  

reprints, call PARS at 212.221.9595, ext. 437.
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PLANTING SEEDS FOR
SUSTAINABLE GROWTH
Interview with board member 

Jeff Johnson, Chief Correspon-

dent, BET

What Is All for Africa?

All for Africa is a new kind 

of not-for-profi t, founded in 

2008 by a group of New York 

City-based entrepreneurs 

who believe that aid should 

be viewed not as a handout 

but as seed capital to form 

sustainable enterprises. To 

accomplish this goal, All 

for Africa partners with the 

private sector, launching in-

novative projects that create 

sustainable local economies, 

empowering communities in 

Africa to better control their 

economic destinies.

What Is Palm Out Poverty (POP)?

The POP Initiative is All for 

Africa’s fl agship campaign, 

creating long-term streams of 

revenue, generated through 

the production and sale of 

palm oil, to fund the op-

erational expenses of local 

nonprofi t organizations and 

communities throughout the 

continent.

The plan is straightforward: 

to plant one million oil palm 

trees on approximately 17,000 

acres of land in Ghana and 

Cameroon. Once mature, 

these trees will yield ap-

proximately 300,000 barrels of 

crude palm oil each year for 

the next 35 years.

Why Palm Trees?

Palm oil is the world’s main 

source of vegetable oil, and a 

viable bio-fuel. Consumption 

is growing, and because it is 

a traded commodity there 

will always be an accessible 

market for the product. The 

one million trees planted 

and maintained with African 

resources and labor will create 

about 700 agricultural jobs.

Who Gets the Money?

The one million trees will be 

subdivided into 700 Benefi -

ciary Oil Trusts (BOT) – each 

consisting of the equivalent 

of 1,500 trees on 25 acres of 

land. ALL of the profi ts from 

each BOT will be disbursed 

annually, for the 35-year life 

of the trees, to these selected 

nonprofi t and community-

based benefi ciaries. That 

1 MILLION TREES 
GENERATES 700 MILLION DOLLARS 
FOR SUSTAINABLE PROJECTS ALL ACROSS AFRICA

a  5 0 1 ( c ) 3  o r g a n i z a t i o n

means instead of spending 

much of their time struggling 

to raise money for next year’s 

budget, nonprofi t organiza-

tions will be able to focus on 

the growth and expansion of 

their mission and strive toward 

economic independence.

Buy an oil palm tree for the 
Palm Out Poverty Initiative.

info@allforafrica.org
or call 212-351-0111

allforafrica.org
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